
Youth Invited to Share of the 
Wisdom of the First Nations Practices

The wisdom holders from “Soul of the Mother” led by Diane Longboat have been close to the World 
Spirit Youth Council ever since the inception, Arosa Conference in 2005.

In the period 7 – 14 September 2008, 15 youth and 5 elders of the community of the World Spirit 
Youth Council joined the Spiritual Warriors of the “Soul of the Mother” on the Sacred Grounds of the 
Fire of the Great Peace, ancient lands of the Six Nations, the Haudanasaunee, renowned to being the 
first participatory democracy of the world.

We joined the Spiritual Warriors in their daily practices and also benefited from a few ceremonial 
habits which were experienced in a unique way for both the small community of the Sacred Fire and 
the WSYC: the Great Peace Pipe Ceremony, Ancestors' Ceremony, and Purification Lodges. The work 
of the WSYC was integrated in the life of the Fire Lodge when we were allowed to have our meetings 
around the fire.

All those of the WSYC were interested to find out more of the daily habits of the First Nations, their 
history and their spiritual practices and were able to do so with the help of invited elders from several 
other communities of First Nations: Grandmother Vera and Grandfather Gil, Mike – one of the political 
representatives of the Indigenous Rights of the First Nations in Canada and internationally, 
Grandmother Shelly and Grandmother Pat. 

All those who made it possible and contributed for the gathering to take place were properly thanked in 
the ceremonies of the days. The Canadian Federal Department of Peace Campaign was one of those 



and we thank Saul Arbess and Penny Joy for their support.

The Ministries and Departments of Peace movement was represented by Corina Simon - Romania, 
Jacqueline Kolbe – South Africa and Kelly Shannon – USA. Also Nina Meyerhof, Children of the 
Earth, served as both liaison between the Global Alliance for Ministries and Departments of Peace and 
the World Spirit Youth Council.

All of us had the space to share of the work around the world for Ministries and Departments of Peace 
and how that links with spirituality. Among the concrete outcomes of the meeting, more people were 
informed about the global movement, all participants found out about the progress in Costa Rica and 
that the country will host the 2009 Summit in which context the youth will have a pivotal role in 
expanding the movement through better organizing and networking. The Canadian participants were 
able to know of their country's efforts in building up the campaign for a Federal Department of Peace.



The grounds of the Sacred Fire of the Great Peace will continue to offer its healing powers and its 
practices to strengthen the Canadian movements of the WSYC and of the Ministries and Departments 
of Peace.

The communities of First Nations are ancient examples of cultures of peace that may serve the world as 
models for creating the peace architecture which will strengthen the road to Peace Writ Large.

The conference in Canada ended with a day in Toronto were the youth of the World Spirit Youth 
Council met with Canadian youth invited at an Interfaith Meeting organized in honour of the 
International Day of Peace. The dialogue among the participants was facilitated by the youth of 
WSYC. We thank Father Terry Galagher of the Scarboro Missions for his leadership in organizing this 
event.

Reporting after the meeting,

Corina Simon


